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KPMG Private Enterprise has released its latest issue of Business Matters.
On February 24, 2021 KPMG in Bermuda hosted its annual Public Sector Accounting Standards
update which was presented by Bailey Church, National Public Sector Accounting Advisory
service line leader for KPMG in Canada. In this issue’s main article, COVID-19 reporting issues
under PSAB, Bailey discusses how the pandemic has altered the financial reporting environment
for public sector organisations.
This newsletter also contains articles which cover emerging trends within sustainable
infrastructure for island jurisdictions, the power of women in family businesses, KPMG’s 2020
Corporate Citizenship Report, and a spotlight on our three newest Bermuda CPAs, Ciara Rego,
Jahlae Outerbridge and Ranisha Simmons.
We hope you enjoy this issue and we welcome the opportunity to speak with you on any of these
articles.
KPMG related publications, events, and trainings

•

2021/20 Bermuda Budget Snapshot – KPMG in Bermuda has released a snapshot of
key points from the 2021/22 Bermuda budget speech, delivered by The Hon. Curtis
Dickinson JP, MP.

•

Caribbean CARIF 2021 - Join us at CARIF 2021 Virtual and bring your perspective and
leadership to the critical issues impacting the future of infrastructure in the Caribbean.

•

KPMG virtual trainings – KPMG offers virtual soft skills training courses to employees
from various companies.
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